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#UnAwards18 ENTRY // NOMINATION FORM

Please complete this entry form and email it to admin@comms2point0unawards.co.uk 
by 25 October 2018 (midnight)

You are able to send one piece of supporting information to help with your entry (but 
please only send one as our judges will not be able to look at any more than this) 

Thanks.

your name Darren Knight

your email address communications@eastsuffolk.gov.uk

your organisational @twitter @EastSuffolk

your personal @twitter 
[optional]

@Dk1Knight

category entered Best comms/digital team

name of 
organisation/team/individual 
being entered/nominated

 Suffolk Coastal & Waveney District Councils Communication Team – 
Darren Knight, Steve  Henry and Phil Harris

name of entry A new brand identity for East Suffolk Council; “I love it when a plan comes 
together”

date project delivered [to / 
from]

January 2018 to September 2018

campaign/project budget £3,000 to £5,000

brief description of objectives Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District Councils are merging and in April 2019 
a new single Council for east Suffolk will be created, which will be known as 
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East Suffolk Council.

With the merger of the two Councils, there are over 300 work-packages and 
one of which is to create a new logo and brand identity for the new Council.

Both Councils had their own distinct brand identity and logo as shown 
below:

 

SMART Objective:

The SMART objective was to:

Create a new brand identity and logo for East Suffolk Council by the end of 
September 2018 and be on budget, not incur public embarrassment and the 
design needs to have flexibility to meet different uses.

brief outline of strategy/plan
 
A working group comprising councillors from a spectrum of political parties 
across the two councils worked with officers to develop ideas, also 
considering elements of entries from a public competition.  

This group is known as the Member Working Group (MWG) for 
Communications and Branding.  This is one of six working groups overseeing 
a number of work-packages contributing to the creation of the new Council 
in 2019.

Challenges to overcome:

Challenges that needed to be overcome:

 With the logo design, ‘everyone has design background’ and a view on 
what makes a good logo

 There was no single  image that represented east Suffolk
 The cost would likely be subject to Freedom of Information Requests 

and be of interest to the press
 The Councils have no in-house graphic design expertise
 The new logo would need to be approved by a majority vote from both 

sets of Council’s Cllrs – 90 in total!
 The project had to be delivered on time as other work-packages were 

dependent on it
 Any new logo needed to have flexibility of design as it would be used on 

letterheads, legal seals, flags, vehicles, social media, civic regalia and so 
on

 Many organisations have suffered public embarrassment when re-
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branding, for example:



 A new logo should not be able to be manipulated to cause 
embarrassment, for example:



 The logo work-package would be overseen by a working group of 10 
Cllrs from across the political spectrum and supported by the Council’s 
communications team

 Best logos are often simple in design, for example:

 

Design process and design considerations:

Summarised below is the design process that the MWG and Officers created 
and followed in order to develop the new brand identity and logo for East 
Suffolk Council:

 Reviewed external examples when branding has gone wrong  
 Reviewed external examples when branding has gone well
 Reviewed the different creative processes organisations take for re-

branding/ logo design
 Reviewed examples of re-branding from the private and public sector
 Reviewed logos from many different local authorities
 Brainstorming exercise for idea generation
 Public competition/engagement opportunity launched and feedback 

considered
 Design brief developed for six concept designs and brief issued to a local 

design agency; Spring
 Two concepts shortlisted by MWG for further variations
 Opportunity given for Member and staff feedback on the shortlist
 MWG selected preferred design concept and recommended further 

variations
 Further variations created and reviewed by the MWG
 MWG selected preferred logo design and recommendation made to the 

Member Programme Board (MPB).  The MPB is the approval group for 
recommendations made by the various MWGs

Design Process Consultation:

The brand identity and logo have gone through the following consultation 
process:

 Public engagement competition launched to provide residents with an 
opportunity to contribute ideas and suggestions

 Six initial concept designs developed and reviewed by the MWG
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 Two of the six designs shortlisted for further variations
 Two of the six designs put on the intranet and feedback requested from 

Members and staff
 MWG selected preferred concept and for further variations to be 

considered
 MWG selected preferred image and font type from  different options
 MPB and Strategic Management Team reviewed MWG 

recommendation
 MPB recommendation to the Shadow Authority
 Cllrs from both Councils voted and approved the new brand identity

Summary of the design concepts through to final recommendation:

Stage 1: Initial concept designs:

     

 

Stage 2: Preferred concepts:

 

Stage 3:  Concepts with MWG  variations/alternations that were 
considered:

    

Stage 4: Compass Point and font variations were considered:

       
Stage 5: Final recommendation:
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Design rationale and recommendation:

The recommended brand identity and logo which  was selected by Cllrs was 
based on the following rationale:

 The compass point design points east and so references the Council’s 
geographical location

 Upper case throughout creates a solid visual line for the asymmetrical 
compass shape to sit upon

 The compass point colours represent the sky, sea, sand and land
 ‘EAST’ is slightly bolder, making a clear statement and denoting pride in 

our location
 Design is simple and has flexibility for different purposes
 At a small scale for applications such as name badges, the logo retains 

its legibility
 Font type is recommended by the specialist design agency
 For some possible instances, the compass point could be removed for a 

strong typographic logo, for example:

 The compass point has wider branding potential, for example, the 
segments could be replaced with themed photographs; such as housing, 
communities etc., for example:

Financial considerations:

Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District Councils do not employ a graphic 
designer; therefore, external design expertise was needed to assist the 
development of an East Suffolk Council brand identity and logo.

An East Suffolk based design agency was commissioned to support the 
whole design process, which ensured the money spent was invested with a 
local business.

The MWG agreed a budget of between £3,000 and £5,000 to develop a new 
brand identity and logo for East Suffolk Council.
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what did you deliver and how 
did you measure it?

New logo:

A new logo and brand identity for East Suffolk Council.

The image presents the idea of a compass point facing east while also 
incorporating four colours which embody who and where we are – two 
shades of blue for the sky and the sea, green for land and yellow for both 
the beach and the sun.

Brand identity pack:

The logo is supported by a wider brand identity pack, which is attached in 
Appendix 1.  This pack showcases the design flexibility of the logo and how 
it could be applied in a number of different uses.

Actual cost:
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The design process, from a range of initial conceptual designs through to a 
final recommendation, has cost £3,840, which has come in under budget, 
and represents exceptional value for money.

Stakeholder Reaction:

 Cllrs unanimously approved the logo and brand identity
 Press coverage of the new logo and brand identity has been very 

positive 

Some of the feedback from staff, the public and other stakeholders has 
included:

“Great result. Logos are hard to get right! But this has been delivered on 
time and everyone seems to like it. No mean feat!” – comment from 
someone who visited the Council’s LinkedIn article

“Initially my first thought was that this is the shittest logo creation I've ever 
come across. BUT the more I look at it the more it does actually look pretty 
smart. The colours are a good combo and fits the local area well. A lot of 
research and skill goes in to getting the colours and shapes right, and a good 
strong logo does make a difference to an organisation” – member of the 
public who commented in the Lowestoft Journal Facebook page

“If I was asked to choose between pizza or ice cream, that would be the 
hardest decision ever. However, choosing between these two logos is the 
easiest decision – concept ONE all the way. Far more dynamic, versatile and 
modern looking than B (which just looks chubby and the B&W version not 
unlike Pac Man) and gives far more scope for adding images into the four 
triangles if desired, whereas the “e” has limitations for this feature. The 
colours of ONE are nicer, TWO makes me think of a fried egg. 
Just to reiterate – concept ONE” – feedback from a staff member during 
the concept consultation process.  Concept 1 ended up as the final design 
selected

what were the 
outcomes/benefits?

The logo and brand identity:

The new logo and brand identity offer a modern and simple design, which 
has huge future branding potential as illustrated in the brand identity pack 
created by Spring.

Whilst the design is simple it can be easily applied for different purposes 
including letterheads, social media, vehicle livery, legal seals, flags, clothing 
and so on. 

Reputational Benefits:

History is littered with organisations both private and public who have 
experienced ridicule and criticism for branding and re-branding, such as 
Leeds Utd, Consignia/Royal Mail and BA tail fins.

Being a Council, the press would be very interested in the logo but also the 
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money spent.  During the design process we were also mindful that the cost 
would likely be subject to Freedom of Information requests.

When the logo and supporting brand identity was announced it received 
positive coverage across different communication channels, which is briefly 
summarised below:

Lowestoft Journal:

http://www.lowestoftjournal.co.uk/news/east-suffolk-district-council-logo-
1-5692540

Beccles & Bungay Journal:

http://www.becclesandbungayjournal.co.uk/news/east-suffolk-district-
council-logo-1-5692540

Eastern Daily Press:

http://www.edp24.co.uk/news/politics/east-suffolk-district-council-logo-1-
5692540

Waveney Advertiser:

Local press coverage has been extensive and positive, as evidenced by the 
links above.  This also helped get the Councils’ plans for merger back in the 
news again.

Social Media:

We have extensively used social media to raise the profile of the merger of 
Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District Councils as this is the first time two 
district Councils have merged.  The public announcement of the new logo 
was also communicated through the Council’s social media channels and 
received positive engagement with various comments, likes and shares.

LinkedIn:
This article achieved 31 likes, 6 comments and 1677 views:
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The Editor of the industry magazine, the MJ, liked and shared our article to 
her 1,400 followers, which helped to raise our sector profile.

Twitter:
This Tweet received 2,077 impressions 
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tell us why you should win 
[in no more than 100 words]

To develop a logo and brand identity for the new East Suffolk Council on 
time and under budget, as well as securing approval from 90 Cllrs and 
receiving positive coverage from the press was not easy.  

The creative process developed took into account all of these 
considerations and the outcome is a design that is not only eye-catching but 
offers a huge degree of flexibility for the new Council’s future branding.

Other Councils that are now merging have asked us to share our experience 
to learn from, which is a reflection of the robust design process followed 
and outcome achieved.


